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ABSTRACT 
Smart homes are gaining more popularity in recent times as it improves the quality of living using Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial In-
telligence (AI). Most of the devices has smart sensors and electronic controllers which can interact with each other automatically via internet 
through automation technologies like Z-Wave, ZigBee and X10 to make life comfortable for users due to controllability from remote loca-
tions. Green energy sources are used for supplying power through power electronic converters which itself is a source of harmonics. The 
smart home devices often break down due to hardware failures which includes blown fuse, melted capacitors, failing circuit boards etc., thus 
making life miserable. Many problems commence from poor voltage quality. The need of the hour is intelligent controller based smart volt-
age conditioning device. The first step in designing conditioning device is selection of intelligent classification algorithm which detects the 
type of issue and activate the correct controller instantaneously. The controller generate switching pulses for power electronic compensating 
device based on estimation of voltage quality problem.Separate best fitting AI models are chosen for real time estimation of voltage magni-
tude related issues and harmonic pollution. The major quality issues identified are voltage sag, voltage swell, voltage flicker, momentary in-
terruptions and harmonics. This paper compares decision tree classifier, random forest classifier and XG Boost Machine Learning (ML) algo-
rithms for voltage quality classification model. Also the performance of linear regression, ridge regression, lasso regression, decision tree 
regressor, support vector machines and random forest regressor is analysed for real time estimation of voltage quality. 
 
Keywords : Voltage quality; Voltage sag; Voltage swell; Momentary interuption; Harmonic pollution; Machine learning; Intelligent classifica-
tion algorithm; Intelligent prediction algorithm; Decision tree; Random forest; XG Boost; Regression; Support vector machines 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

MART homes are integral part of smart micro-grid. Now a days, smart homes are becoming popular and size of global smart home mar-
ket across world is expected to reach 7, 44,600 crores rupees with 26 crores smart homes by the end of 2021. Smart home penetration 
rate will reach 12.2% world-wide in the end of 2021. Smart home has devices has IP address and connected to a central home manage-

ment system through internet. The user can control all devices remotely through mobile app. The devices has inbuilt smart sensors, cameras 
and computerized controllers. The devices can communicate among themselves through management system. The devices like washing ma-
chine, refrigerator, air conditioners, automatic door openers, electric vehicle chargers, electric oven etc has intelligent algorithms which can 
learn by itself and automatically adapt to the requirements and habits of user. Solar and wind electric generators are used for supplying power. 
They are also connected to smart micro-grid which facilitate bidirectional power flow. Home management system automatically controls the 
operating time of devices in energy saving mode. Time of demand tariff is under implementation in smart micro-grid to control demand ac-
cording to availability of power. Hence devices like washing machine and electric vehicle chargers are operated in energy saving mode which 
are automatically switched on when the tariff rate is low. The refrigerators and other unnecessary loads are automatically switched off during 
peak load period at which cost of electricity is very high. The major issue with smart home are unnecessary shut down of computerized con-
trol systems, data loss and damage of devices due to poor voltage quality. Malfunctioning of controllers leads waste of time and cost. Over-
usage of computerized controls generate current harmonics. This pulsed current create flat topped voltage waveform which is rich in 3rd, 5th, 
and 7th harmonic. This non-sinusoidal voltage affects the smooth accurate operation of different controllers leading to malfunction. Also the 
presence of voltage sag, voltage swell, voltage flicker and momentary interruptions leads to failure of sensitive devices. The life expectancy 
is unpredictable under low voltage quality. Blown fuse, melted capacitor and failing circuit board can amount to critical hardware failure. 

L.  Jiang, D-Y.  Liu and B.  Yang[1] in 2004 introduced the smart home system architecture along with the functionality of individu-
al layers.He explained the communication between devices and microcontroller. M. Jahn and et.al. [2] in 2010 explained the issues related to 
power supply in smart home along with energy saving.Manohar Mishra [3] in 2019 proposed methods to detect and estimate power quality. 
He combined signal processing techniques in front end along with machine learning algorithms in which selection of algorithm is by trial and 
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error approach. Achshah and et.al. [4] in 2021 explained an approach to select the best algorithm for machine learning based on the result of 
exploratory data analysis.Thaha H. S and et.al [8] discussed power quality issues in composite micro-grid mainly due to integration green 
energy sources and highly non-linear loads. He proposed neural network based dynamic voltage restorer for mitigation [9]. T.Ruban Deva 
Prakash and et.al [7] in 2007 proposed intelligent method for harmonic estimation and elimination using shunt active filter. G.Justin Sunil 
Dhas and et.al [5] in 2012 explained a two neuron model for voltage flicker mitigation using generalized unified power flow controller. He 
also devised a method to detect voltage sag [6] in 2012 using artificial neural network. The general approach is to detect the type of quality 
issue and estimate its value for mitigation using different compensating devices. The above approaches are not suitable for real time applica-
tion. This paper discusses AI models for real time detection of type of voltage quality issue and estimation. 
 Due to the increased use of sensitive load equipment in smart home and the awareness of customers about the commercial conse-
quences of disturbances originating on the power supply system necessitated new controllers to improve voltage quality.It becomes inevitable 
to develop a novel voltage quality conditioning device which automatically senses and predicts the voltage quality problems which prevails 
in smart home and initiates proper control action to mitigate the same without human intervention, thus imparting self-healing feature to the 
supply system. The first step in designing voltage quality conditioning device is voltage quality classification. AI based ML classification 
algorithms are used for real time applications. Voltage quality issues like sag, swell, flicker, harmonics and interruption occurs at different 
time intervals. Different control algorithms are used for mitigating the issues using same compensating device. The corresponding algorithm 
should be activated instantly on occurrence of event. The proposed classification algorithm detects the nature of issue and activate the correct 
controller immediately. The controller needs estimation detail of voltage quality issue to generate switching pulses for power electronic com-
pensating device. Hence separate estimation algorithmsare proposed for voltage magnitude issue and harmonic issue. The performance of 
different ML algorithms are tested for classification and estimation. The best fitting AI model is chosen for each case based on performance 
comparison.  

2 OVERVIEW 
Any power quality problem manifested in voltage, current or frequency deviations result in failure or malfunctioning of electrical equipment. 
Maintaining a sinusoidal waveform of bus voltages at rated voltage and rated frequency is referred as voltage quality. In the smart home sys-
tem system, the increased use of nonlinear loads such as power electronics based devices, adjustable speed drives (ASD), personal computers 
(PCs), uninterruptable power supplies (UPS) and electric ovens create distorted (non-sinusoidal) currents even when supplied with purely 
sinusoidal voltage. Distorted currents can cause the voltage distortions throughout the system which deteriorate the quality of the electric 
power that is supplied to the equipment and neighboring houses. The main objective of this project is to develop a novel power quality condi-
tioning device which automatically senses and predicts the voltage quality problems which prevails in smart home and initiates proper control 
action to mitigate the same without human intervention, thus imparting self-healing feature to the system. The device intelligent voltage qual-
ity conditioner (IVQC) can simultaneously solve all the above voltage quality problems associated with smart home such as voltage flicker, 
voltage sag, voltage swell and harmonic pollution. It has the capacity to provide both real and reactive power support, capacity to sense data 
from remote locations to estimate voltage quality, capacity to predict and diagnose the type of voltage quality problem, capacity to select ne-
cessary control technique automatically without human intervention and capacity to learn by experience. Machine learning classifier algo-
rithms are used for classification or detection of prevailing voltage quality issues and regressor algorithms are used for estimation/ prediction 
of quality for mitigating the same. The basic structure of this work is outlined in figure-1. 

The voltage in smart home is sampled at a time interval of 0. 556 milliseconds and fed to AI based classification algorithm. This al-
gorithm detects the type of quality issue on real time basis and activate estimation algorithm. If the issue is voltage 
sag/swell/flicker/interruption AI based voltage magnitude estimation algorithm is activated which outputs the estimated value of the problem 
in terms of percentage of nominal value. In case of harmonic pollution the AI based harmonic estimation algorithm is activated that produces 
the magnitude of 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic components which are the dominating voltage harmonics in smart home as output in pu. The output 
of estimation algorithms is given to AI control algorithms to produce the switching pulses for compensator which is a voltage source inverter 
with dc link (battery) using sinusoidal pulse width modulation. If the voltage of system is less than nominal value the output of compensator 
is added to system voltage for compensation. If the system voltage is greater than nominal value the output of compensator has subtractive 
polarity to correct the voltage. In case of harmonic voltage, the negative value of harmonic voltages are injected to cancel the harmonic com-
ponents thereby maintaining sinusoidal component of fundamental voltage. This paper demonstrates the classification and estimation algo-
rithm. The performance of control algorithms is validated using digital simulation. Smart homes are basic building blocks of smart micro 
grid. A smart microgrid will provide greater control over energy costs, a more reliable energy supply for consumers, reduced peak demand, 
integration of more renewable power sources, and reduced CO2 emissions and other pollutants. Smart grids with capability for integrating 
low carbon energy sources into power networks will provide more electricity to meet rising demand, increase energy efficiency, increase reli-
ability and quality of power supplies. This work helps in increasing the oppurtunity for smart homes thereby smart microgrids. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed system 
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2 VOLTAGE HARMONICS 
In order to ensure quality of power supply the voltage and current waveforms should be purely sinusoidal. But smart home has non-linear 
loads as most of the devices have computerized controllers. The switched mode power supply draws non-continuous current just like pulses. 
This pulse current train causes distortion in voltage waveform. The resulting voltage wave becomes non-sinusoidal with flat top almost like a 
trapezoidal shape. According to Fourier any non-sinusoidal waveform is composed several sine waves, one with frequency same as original 
non-sinusoidal waveform called fundamental waveand others with frequencies multiples of fundamental wave called harmonics as shown in 
equation (1). Fourier analysis of the resultant voltage wave has components with frequencies thrice, fifth and seventh time of fundamental 
called third harmonic, fifth harmonic and seventh harmonic respectively as shown in figure 2. Other order harmonics have negligibly small 
magnitudes and hence neglected. The 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics are called the dominant harmonics. The flat topped voltage waveform is 
represented as 
                                                (1) 

Harmonics cause additional voltage drop, temperature rise, and increase in inductive inductance of feeder thereby affecting neighbouring 
houses. Harmonics in voltage affects the accurate operation of automatic controller which leads to malfunctioning of IoT based sensitive 
device in smart home. The presence of harmonic problem should be detected by AI classifier model and the magnitudes of A3,A5 and A7 
should be estimated using AI regression model. Selection of ML algorithm for classification and estimation is also discussed in this paper. 
Harmonic problem can occur simultaneously with other issues like flicker, sag and swell. Hence separate regression algorithm is designed for 
harmonic estimation.  

 

4 VOLTAGE SAG 
Voltage sag is reduction in rms value of voltage from 10% to 90% for short interval ranging from 0.01s to 60s as shown in figure 3. When 
devices like iron box, heater, dryer etc are switched on, there is sudden flow of inrush current which causes in dip in voltage. During starting 
of motors, compressors in air conditioners and refrigerators, high starting current is drawn which is several times of rated current due to lack 
of back emf. This high starting current causes voltage drop. Also sag occurs due to momentary short circuit. Voltage sag causes malfunction-
ing of sensitive electronic controllers and tripping of loads thus interrupting the ongoing process. This makes automation in smart home use-
less unless it is detected and mitigated instantly. 
 

5 VOLTAGE SWELL 
Voltage swell is increase in rms value of voltage above normal as shown in figure 4. Magnitude of voltage increases in the range of 110% to 
180% for a duration of 0.01s to 60s. The home management system automatically switches off all the unimportant loads including washing 
machine, electric vehicle charger etc when there is hike in electricity tariff. Under time of demand tariff scheme tariff rate is increased to 
manage demand during peak hours. Switching off of such loads leads to voltage swell. This causes data loss and stoppage of damage of 
sensitive equipment. Hence detection and estimation of swell is very important for mitigation. 

Fig. 2. Harmonic analysis of voltage waveform from smart home Fig. 3. Voltage sag waveform representing 60% sag for 40 ms 
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6 VOLTAGE FLICKER 
Voltage flicker is continuous fluctuation in voltage between 90% of nominal value to 110% of nominal value. Figure 5 shows voltage flicker 
in third cycle with 10% increase above rated value and in fourth cycle with 10% decrease below rated value. Continuous voltage fluctuation 
causes flickering of lamps, TV screens and computer monitor which causes irritation to human eyes. Most of the devices have immunity 
against flicker, but under certain cases sensitive devices become susceptible to flicker. Voltage flicker reduces the life time of IoT technology 
based devices used in smart homes. Thus flicker mitigation is among the primary roles of voltage conditioning devices. 

7 INTERRUPTIONS 
Temporary decrease in voltage magnitude below 10% of rated value for duration less than 60s is considered as interruption in power quality. 
Figure 6 demonstrates voltage interruption in 230v, 50Hz smart home. The main cause of interruption is short circuit in electronic boards due 
to overheating of components. The voltage becomes normal immediately when the faulty part is isolated by fuse or breaker. The main cause 
of overheating of circuit components is the presence of harmonics which are high frequency components. Interruptions lead to unwanted 
shutdown of computerised devices in smart home leading to irritation of users and it will take certain time for restarting. Voltage should be 
fed by compensating device during interruption to avoid the above problems. 

 

8. TRAINING DATA 
In this paper three AI models are trained for detecting the type of voltage quality issue, estimation of harmonic components and estimation of 
sag/swell/interruption. The training data are generated by simulating the voltage quality problem using standard mathematical functions given 
below: 
8.1 Voltage harmonics 
The dominant harmonics for flat topped voltage wave are third, fifth and seventh. Hence the function for simulating harmonics due to com-
puterised controllers in 230V smart home is 

 

Fig. 5. Voltage flicker waveform having 10% fluctuation from 40 ms to 
80 ms 

 

Fig. 6. Voltage waveform representing interruption from 40 ms to 80 ms 

Fig. 4. Voltage swell waveform representing 30% swell for 40 ms 
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                                  n=0,1,2,3,... and 0.8 < k < 1.2 
 

Where 325.269 is the maximum voltage ( ) for 230V system, 314 is angular frequency (2πf) of 50Hz voltage, 0.00056s is the 
sampling time, n is the sample number and k is the modulation index. 

                               
8.2 Voltage sag 
Voltage sag for single phase, 50Hz, 230V smart home system is simulated using  

 
               for 0< t < t1 

        for t1 < t < t2 

               for  t > t2 
 

Where t1 is the instant of occurrence of sag and t2 is the instant when voltage becomes normal, m is the percentage sag index which takes 
value from 0.1 to 0.9 and (t2-t1) ranges from 0.01s to 60s. 

 
8.3 Voltage swell 
Voltage sag for single phase, 50Hz, 230V smart home system is simulated using  

 
               for 0< t < t1 

        for t1 < t < t2 

               for  t > t2 
 

Where t1 is the instant of occurrence of swell and t2 is the instant when voltage becomes normal, p is the percentage swell index which takes 
value from 1.1 to 1.8 and (t2-t1) ranges from 0.01s to 60s. 

 
8.4 Voltage flicker 
Voltage flicker is simulated using the function 

 
              for 0< t < t1 

        for t1 < t < t2 

               for  t > t2 
 

Where t1 is the instant of occurrence of flicker and t2 is the instant when voltage becomes normal, g is the percentage flicker index which 
varies continuously between 0.9 and 1.1. 

 
8.5 Interruption 
Interruption is simulated using the function 

 
              for 0< t < t1 

        for t1 < t < t2 

               for  t > t2 
 

Where t1 is the instant of occurrence of interruption and t2 is the instant when voltage becomes normal, f is the percentage interruption index 
which takes value from 0.01 to 0.09 and (t2-t1) ranges from 0.01s to 60s. 

9. DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS (EDA) 
The accuracy and performance of the machine learning model depends on the quality of the data. This makes data pre-processing very cru-
cial. Around 80% of project time is spend in the data pre-processing as our model can only be as good as the data provided. As part of the 
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data pre-processing we first install the additional packages needed. Figure 7 shows XG Boost package being installed, which is required for 
XG Boost machine learning algorithm used, for the voltage quality classification model. There was no need for additional packages in case of 
voltage quality estimation model and voltage harmonic estimation model. Next, all libraries required is imported. Pandas, NumPy, Matplotlib, 
Seaborn and SciPy are some of the basic libraries we need for loading the data into a data frame, analysing, visualisation, cleaning, exploring 
and manipulating data. Scikit-learn is one of the famous free software machine learning library. Most of the algorithms and evaluation me-
trics we need for our models are from scikit-learn . The required libraries imported for the voltage quality classification model is listed in 
figure 8, for the voltage quality estimation model is shown in figure 9 and for voltage harmonic estimation model is listed in figure 10. Load-
ing the dataset (.csv file) into the data frame using the pandas read_csv() function is the next step. If the dataset is not in the same folder as 
the coding file then path of the dataset also has to be mentioned. In figure 11, the Voltage Quality.csv file containing the training dataset and 
Voltage Quality Test.csv file containing the test dataset for the voltage quality classification model is being loaded into the data frame called 
data and test. The Regression data.csv file contains the dataset for both training and testing the voltage quality estimation model being loaded 
into data frame called data is represented in figure 12. The training and testing dataset for voltage harmonic estimation model is the Harmonic 
estimation.csv file. This file being loaded into data, a pandas data frame, is shown in figure 13. 

Fig. 7.  Installing the required package for voltage quality classification model from the coding file 

Fig. 8. Importing the required libraries for voltage quality classification model from the coding file 

Fig. 9. Importing the required libraries for voltage quality estimation model from the coding file 
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After loading the dataset into the data frame we need to check if the data has been correctly loaded. Therefore, we use head () 
function from pandas to see the first 5 records. The same is shown in figure 10, figure 11 as well as figure 12. Next, we do exploratory data 
analysis to analyse the dataset and summarise their main characteristics, often using data visualisation methods. Using the shape function we 
will see the number of rows and columns in the dataset to know the size and dimension of the dataset. In the voltage quality classification 
model the training dataset contains 3366 rows and 3 columns whereas the testing dataset only contains 1020 records and 3 columns as shown 
in figure 14. The total number of rows is 2686 and columns is 3 in the voltage quality estimation model, which is displayed in figure 15. 
Figure 16 shows that the voltage harmonics estimation model has 3996 rows and 5 columns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Importing the required libraries for voltage harmonic estimation model from the coding file 

Fig. 11. Loading the dataset into data frame and checking for 
voltage quality classification model from the coding file 

Fig. 12. Loading the dataset into data frame and checking for voltage 
quality estimation model from the coding file 

Fig. 13. Loading the dataset into data frame and checking for voltage 
harmonic estimation model from the coding file 
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The data types of column is checked to see if any of the categorical data needs to be converted to numerical data but none of the models 
had categorical data that needed to be encoded. In figure 17 it can be seen that sample is integers, voltage is float and problem is object in 
voltage quality classification model. In the voltage quality estimation model, as shown in figure 15, sample is integers, voltage is float and 
estimate is float. Figure 16 shows that sample is integer, voltage, 3rd harmonic, 5th harmonic and 7th harmonic is float in the voltage harmonic 
estimation model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Checking the size of voltage quality classification model from 
   

 

Fig. 15. Checking the size and data types of voltage quality estimation 
model from the coding file 

Fig. 16. Checking the size and data types of voltage harmonic 
estimation model from the coding file. 

 

Fig. 17. Checking the data types of voltage quality classification model 
from the coding file 

Fig. 18. Checking the missing values and duplicates of voltage 
quality classification model from the coding file 
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The data types of column is checked to see if any of the categorical data needs to be converted to numerical data but none of the 
models had categorical data that needed to be encoded. In figure 17 it can be seen that sample is integers, voltage is float and problem is ob-
ject in voltage quality classification model. In the voltage quality estimation model, as shown in figure 15, sample is integers, voltage is float 
and estimate is float. Figure 16 shows that sample is integer, voltage, 3rd harmonic, 5th harmonic and 7th harmonic is float in the voltage har-
monic estimation model. It is important to check for duplicates and missing values but if they need to be removed depends on the problem. 
There are no missing values in our models but there are duplicates, which does not need to be removed. Figure 18 shows the missing values 
and duplicates being checked for the voltage quality classification model. Checking missing values and duplicates for the voltage quality 
estimation model is illustrated in figure 19. Voltage harmonic estimation model being checked for missing values and duplicates is repre-
sented in figure 20. 

We need to understand the dataset hence we analyse the statistical information like mean , standard deviation, first quartile, second 
quartile and third quartile etc. The describe() function will give the statistical data analysis. As it can be seen in figure 21, which shows the 
statistical data of the voltage quality classification model, the problem contains 6 unique values out which harmonic is the most occurring 
value. Figure 22 displays the statistical data of the voltage quality estimation model and figure 23 displays the statistical data of voltage har-
monic estimation model. Outliers are the extreme values also known as anomalies. Outliers can affect the performance of our model so we 
have to remove all the outliers. However, none of our data contains outliers. The result of searching for outliers is shown in figures 24, 25 and 
26. Data visualisation helps to understand the trend in the data and key feature in data. Figure 29 shows the box plot and distribution plot of 
voltage in the voltage quality classification model. The data seems to be normally distributed and as we already know there are no outliers 
seen in the box plot. The voltage histogram for voltage quality estimation model is shown in figure 27 and for voltage harmonic estimation 

Fig. 19. Checking the missing values and duplicates of 
voltage quality estimation model from the coding file Fig. 20. Checking the missing values and duplicates of 

voltage harmonic estimation model from the coding file 

Fig. 21. Statistical information of voltage quality 
classification model from the coding file 

Fig. 22. Statistical information of voltage quality estima-
tion model from the coding file 
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model is shown in figure 28. The figure 30 shows the number of records in each voltage quality problem and a bar chart to easily compare. 
This is very important as the data can be imbalanced in many cases and the model will become biased. If the data was imbalanced we will do 
techniques like Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) but since our data is balanced we don’t have to. A histogram of the 
estimation in voltage quality estimation model is draw in figure 31. 
 
 

Fig. 23. Statistical information of voltage harmonic estimation model 
from the coding file 

Fig. 24. Finding outliers of voltage quality classification model from the 
coding file 

Fig. 25. Outliers of voltage quality estimation model from coding file Fig. 26. Outliers of voltage harmonic estimation model from coding file 

Fig. 27. Visualising voltage in voltage quality estimation model Fig. 28. Visualising voltage in voltage harmonic estimation model 
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10. ML ALGORITHMS FOR CLASSIFICATION 
The independent and dependent variables in this problem should be defined. Figure 32 shows the independent variable, X, as sample and 
voltage from training dataset, dependent, y, as problem from the training dataset, independent variable for test, x_test, as sample and voltage 
from test data and dependent variable for test, y_test, as problem from test dataset. After defining the independent and dependent variable we 
can start with the algorithms. For our classification problem decision tree, XG Boost and random forest looks to be he accurate model. There-
fore, we can train and test the algorithm using all three algorithms and choose the best algorithm for our model. Firstly, we have defined deci-
sion tree algorithm as model_dt. Next, trained the model_dt with our X and y. The code for same can be seen in figure 33. After training we 
need to test the performance of model_dt for which I have used accuracy score, classification report and confusion metrics. Classification 
report measures the quality of predictions. It shows a report of precision, recall, f1 score and support. Precision shows the accuracy of posi-
tive class. The equation 1 shows the equation used to calculate precision. 
 

Fig. 29. Visualising voltage in voltage quality classification model Fig. 31. Visualising estimation in voltage quality estimation model  
 

Fig. 30. Visualising problem in voltage quality classification model from the coding file 
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Recall is also called as sensitivity or true positive rate. It computes the ratio of positive classes correctly predicted. Equation 2 shows the equ-
ation used to calculate recall. 
 
 
 
 
F1 score is the average of recall and precision. The equation 3 shows equation to calculate f1 score. 
 
 
 
 
 
Support is the number of occurrences of each class in the dataset. Confusion metrics shows a metrics which shows predicted vs actual count. 
The accuracy score, classification report and confusion metrics of model_dt is shown in the figure 34. The accuracy score is 95.39% for the 
model_dt and classification report also has above 90% for almost all except harmonics. In confusion metrics 170 records of flicker was cor-
rectly predicted as flicker, out of 170 records 149 was correctly predicted as harmonics, 170 was correctly predicted as interruption, 170 was 
correctly predicted as normal, from 170 records 157 was correctly predicted as sag and from 170 records 157 was correctly predicted as 
swell. 

Support is the number of occurrences of each class in the dataset. Confusion metrics shows a metrics which shows predicted vs ac-
tual count. The accuracy score, classification report and confusion metrics of model_dt is shown in the figure 34. The accuracy score is 
95.39% for the model_dt and classification report also has above 90% for almost all except harmonics. In confusion metrics 170 records of 
flicker was correctly predicted as flicker, out of 170 records 149 was correctly predicted as harmonics, 170 was correctly predicted as inter-
ruption, 170 was correctly predicted as normal, from 170 records 157 was correctly predicted as sag and from 170 records 157 was correctly 
predicted as swell. The same procedures are repeated for XG Boost and Random forest, look at figure 35 and 37. The accuracy score, classi-
fication report and confusion metrics for XG Boost is same as decision tree, view figure 36. The accuracy score for random forest is 97.75%. 
highest compared all the other models, which is clearly visible in bar chart, figure 38. We can finalize random forest and do hyper tuning to 
get higher accuracy score. 
Grid search is used for hyper tuning rather than randomized search. The result of grid search can be seen in fig-

Fig. 32. Defining independent and dependent variable in voltage quality classification model  

Fig. 33. Defining and training decision tree in voltage quality 
classification model 
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ure 39. The accuracy score of model is 98.92% after hyper tuning, look at figure 40. 

 
Grid search is used for hyper tuning rather than randomized search. The result of grid search can be seen in figure 39. The accuracy score of 
model is 98.92% after hyper tuning, look at figure 40. 

11 ML ALGORITHMS FOR ESTIMATION 
Similar to classification algorithm we need to define the independent and dependent variable. For the voltage quality estimation 
model sample and voltage are the independent variable and estimation is the dependent variable. Figure 41 shows the X and y 
variable being defined. For the voltage harmonic estimation model also sample and voltage are the independent variable but 3rd 

Fig. 34. Testing decision tree in voltage quality classification 
model 

Fig. 35. Defining and training XG Boost in voltage quality classification model  
 

Fig. 36. Testing XG Boost in voltage quality classification model 
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harmonic, 5th harmonic and 7th harmonic is the dependent variable. This is displayed in figure 42. Next step is to split the data 
into training and testing dataset, for this we use train_test_split() function from sklearn.model_selection. We just simply pass 
our X, y, and test size or train size. Random state is also given to get a constant result. Figure 41 shows splitting for voltage qual-
ity estimation model and figure 42 shows splitting for voltage harmonic estimation model. 
 
 

Fig. 38. Comparing the accuracy score of all the models in voltage 
quality classification 

Fig. 37. Defining, training and testing random forest in voltage 
quality classification model 

Fig. 36. Testing XG Boost in voltage quality classification model 
 

Fig. 39. Hypertuning in voltage quality classification model 
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Fig. 42. Defining and splitting the data in voltage harmonic estimation model from the coding file 

Fig. 41 Defining and splitting the data in voltage quality estimation model from the coding file 

Fig. 40. Random forest with best parameter in voltage quality classifi-
cation model 
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Next like for classification we have to define, train and test the data with different algorithms. R2 score and mean absolute 

percentage error are metrics used to evaluate the performance of the model. It is amount of variation in the target predicted va-
riable and actual target variable. Figure 43 shows linear regression being defined, trained and tested for the voltage quality es-
timation model. Ridge regression is defined, trained and tested in figure 44 for the voltage quality estimation model. Lasso re-
gression for voltage quality estimation model is defined trained and tested in figure 45. Figure 46 shows SVM being defined, 
trained and tested for the voltage quality estimation model. Decision tree is defined, trained and tested in figure 47 for the vol-
tage quality estimation model. Random forest for voltage quality estimation model is defined trained and tested in figure 48. 
Then we compare the results from all the algorithms using bar chart as shown in figure 49 and figure 50. The r2 score has to be 
highest and mean absolute percentage error should be the lowest for best performance of the model. Random forest seems to 
give the best performance out of all the algorithms hence we choose random forest. 

 
 

Fig. 43. Defining training and testing linear regres-
sion in voltage quality estimation model 

Fig. 44. Defining training and testing ridge regression 
in voltage quality estimation model 

Fig. 45. Defining training and testing lasso re-
gression in voltage quality estimation model 

Fig. 46. Defining training and testing SVM in 
voltage quality estimation model 
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Fig. 47. Defining training and testing decision tree in voltage 
quality estimation model 

Fig. 48. Defining training and testing random forest in voltage 
quality estimation model 

Fig. 49. Comparing chart in voltage quality estimation model  

Fig. 50. Comparing chart in voltage quality estimation model  
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Hyper tuning is done to see if we can improve the model performance. We use grid search that was used in classification 
model. Figure 51 shows the result of hyper tuning. Figure 52 shows the result after training the model with best parameters. The 
same process is repeated for voltage harmonic estimation model as well. Figure 53 and 54 shows the comparison chart of all the 
algorithms for voltage harmonic estimation model. Decision tree seems to give best results for voltage harmonic estimation 
model hence we finalize decision tree algorithm for this model, look at figure 55. 
 
 

Fig. 51. Hypertuning in voltage quality estimation model 

Fig. 53. Comparing chart in voltage harmonic estimation model 

Fig. 52. Random forest in voltage quality estimation model  
 

Fig. 55. Defining, training and testing decision tree in voltage 
harmonic estimation model 

Fig. 54. Comparing chart in voltage harmonic estimation model 
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12 VALIDATION 
The output obtained from the estimator at the beginning of sampling interval is added at a time delay of 0.28 millisecond i.e. at 
the middle of sampling interval. The output of compensator is assumed to remain constant from middle of one sampling inter-
val to the middle of next sampling interval. The waveforms with and without compensator is shown below. 
 

13 CONCLUSION 
Training data of voltage is generated against sampling intervals by simulating various issues like sag, swell, flicker, interruption 
and harmonics using standard mathematical functions. Based on the results of Explorative Data Analysis (EDA) process for the 
generated test data decision tree classifier, random forest classifier and XG Boost Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are selected 
for voltage quality classification problem. It is concluded that random forest is best suited with accuracy score of 99%.Linear 
regression, ridge regression, lasso regression, decision tree regressor, support vector machines and random forest regressor are 

Fig. 56. Compensator performance during sag Fig. 57. Compensator performance during swell 
 

Fig. 58. Compensator performance during inter-
ruption 

Fig. 59. Compensator performance during flicker 

Fig. 60. Compensator performance during harmonic pollu-
tion 
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trained for estimation by generating training sets using simulation. Random forest regressor outperformed others with an accu-
racy score of 99%.  The output generated by AI classifier model on real time basis activates the correct control algorithm and AI 
regression model estimator generates switching pulses for compensating device using controller. Thus, this project benefits the 
user by reducing field service costs, down time of devices, product damage and stress. It increases competitiveness and oppor-
tunity of smart home system. This initiative helps the power sector in maintaining clean and green power, reducing energy was-
tage and increasing life time of power system components. The coding files are uploaded to github, click the link to view: 
https://github.com/Achshah-RM/VOLTAGE-QUALITY-CLASSIFICATION-MODEL- 
https://github.com/Achshah-RM/VOLTAGE-QUALITY-ESTIMATION-MODEL 
https://github.com/Achshah-RM/VOLTAGE-HARMONIC-ESTIMATION-MODEL 
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